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Model Helicopter Online Merchant 
Finds a New, Heavily Supported 
Launchpad in 3dcart

ReadyHeli Takes Flight with Shopping Cart Software Replacement

ReadyHeli (www.readyheli.com) began back in 2005 as an online 
store selling ready-made, fully functional model helicopters. The 
business grew into an outlet for model helicopter hobbyists and 
enthusiasts looking to find the best products. Through excellent 
customer service, fast shipping and smart marketing it became 
one of the leading RC helicopter retailers in the world.

Case Studies

Since the company launched in 2005, ReadyHeli has grown 
into a successful model helicopter business. In the 
beginning, Volusion powered the online store. But the 
website soon began to run into issues.

“One of the biggest problems we had with Volusion was 
customer service,” explains Joe M., marketing manager for 
ReadyHeli. “We waited days—sometimes weeks—for 
responses to simple questions. Sometimes we didn’t get an 
answer at all.”

Customer support problems were just the tip of the iceberg. 
According to Joe, Volusion caused frustration for a couple 
more reasons:

Pricing
As a small business, ReadyHeli racked up large costs for 
bandwidth. Competing shopping cart software platforms 
offered more competitive pricing.

Downtime
Some days, the ReadyHeli team entered the office only to 
find out the site was down. With few answers from the 
Volusion camp, this became a source of major frustration.

It was time for a change. Their search landed on 3dcart, a 
comprehensive ecommerce software suite.

“We needed a solution with a strong custom development 
background,” Joe says. “3dcart fit the bill in that 
department. It was also rich in features—a strong indicator 
that the software would be able to grow with our store.”

In addition to these factors, 3dcart could satisfy two of 
ReadyHeli’s pain points with Volusion:

Competitive Pricing
3dcart offered a lower cost for bandwidth, easing the strain 
on the small business’ budget. The switch would eventually 
save ReadyHeli 50 percent on bandwidth costs.

Dedicated Server
ReadyHeli’s site runs on a dedicated server, ensuring it 
doesn’t crash and has fewer issues overall.

3dcart had one more distinct advantage over Volusion: a 
strong customer support lifeline. In the last two years, the 
company has opened up its service channels to include 
24/7 phone support, customer forums, live chat, email help 
and a knowledge base with plenty of tips and tricks.

“As far as major issues go, we get a response from 3dcart 
within a few hours, no matter what,” Joe says. 
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At the Controls: Simple Design, More 
Customization and Great Features

While ReadyHeli had great reasons for switching to 3dcart, Joe 
and the rest of the company found success in other areas, too. 

“We found the backend to be a bit more user-friendly than our 
previous software,” Joe remarks. “That advantage helped us 
save time with administrative tasks and website changes.”

ReadyHeli planned a design update to coincide with the 
company’s move to 3dcart. Rather than working through a 
third-party, Joe says the process became more convenient 
working with 3dcart’s in-house design team. And that was only 
the first design refresh. For the second update, Joe handed the 
3dcart team his Photoshop designs, which they were able to 
recreate smoothly.

In terms of features, 3dcart delivered a balanced regimen of 
functionality for the growing store:

Social Marketing, Simplified
ReadyHeli takes advantage of all aspects of 3dcart’s suite of 
social media tools, including the built-in Facebook store 
generator. According to Joe, 3dcart’s newsletter feature gets a 
lot of mileage, sending out an email every three weeks or so. 
“The subscription groups and mailing managers come in 
especially handy,” Joe says.

Differentiation Through Rewards
Rather than discounts, ReadyHeli treats customers to a point 
system for rewards—a standard feature with 3dcart. 
Leveraging this program offers the online store an advantage. 
Competitors get a flood of business offering a flat, 
time-sensitive discount (e.g. 10% off) while ReadyHeli finds 
success with incentives that can be used anytime, ensuring 
discounted purchases are spread over a longer period of time.

Strong Analytics & Reporting
Joe cites 3dcart’s data collection and reporting system as a 
strong tool for capturing information on shoppers. The 
ReadyHeli team has the data they need at their fingertips as 
soon as they need it. “Just a few keystrokes and you can find 
out what you need to be making and what your sales are,” 
Joe explains. “Everything is right in front of you.”

Customer Relationship Management
To manage all aspects of the customer experience, 
ReadyHeli uses 3dcart’s built-in customer relationship 
manager (CRM) system. The CRM bridges communication 
with customers, logging support tickets on which Joe and his 
team can follow up. It helps curb the consistent influx of 
phone calls that the small company would otherwise receive.

In the end, Joe says that the move to 3dcart was essential in supporting the company’s future. “We moved to a better shopping 
engine because the company was growing,” Joe adds. “ReadyHeli needed a scalable partner. 3dcart was able to achieve that 
status for our company.”

3dcart (http://www.3dcart.com), located in Tamarac, Florida, is a complete ecommerce software solution for merchants to build, promote and 
grow their online business. The company's services include the tools, advice, support, and technology to manage an entire online operation. 
Since 1997, 3dcart has been developing internet solutions for small to medium size businesses. Today, 3dcart is an Inc. 5000 company, a Visa 
PCI Certified provided and a pioneer in Mobile Commerce and Social Marketing.
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